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IG solutions



AL7 Meipa Srl was founded in 
1964 and quickly developed into 
an industry leader. Our main 
business is the manufacture of 
a wide range of insulated glass 
sealed unit components for 
doors and windows. 

In 1973, we patented the 
first system of Georgian 
style decorative elements 
inside insulated glass. Today, 
our company is a leading 
manufacturer of Georgian Bars, 
fittings and machinery for the 
manufacture of Georgian grilles 
and their installation inside IG 
units.

In 2010, AL7 Meipa Srl  
purchased FINVETRO Srl to
re-introduce a well-known brand 
in the market: VELTHEC®, 
the first Venetian blind inside 
insulating glass since 1985.

More than 90% of the company 
turnover comes from export 
sales in over 40 countries, which 
shows its international vocation.

Slitting, roll forming, coating, 
assembling, punching, moulding, 
etc... allow to have a
self-sufficient company: 100% 
made in Italy.

Company



AL7 Meipa facts
COMPANY
• 50 years of market presence
• 90% of sales are abroad
•	 AL7 Meipa’s products are sold in over 50 countries
• 6 production lines
• Applus+, Qualicoat® and Qualanod® certifications

PROFILES Systems
• Over 30 different kinds of Georgian bars
• Over 200 fittings available
• Over 250 finishes
• Over 300 milling machines sold
• Applus+, Qualicoat® and Qualanod® certifications

VELTHEC® Venetian Blinds
• The first integrated Venetian blinds
• The first ones with double magnetic transmission
• The first ones with brushless motor
• The first ones to lodge up every need of yours
• 3 different models: slide, modular chain and motor

2-WAYS valve
• The unique bidirectional system on the market
• Half Million applications in the last few years



Velthec® represents an huge range of Venetian blinds in 
IG units. A few simple movements allow you to adjust the 
blinds in different ways. The patented magnetic transmission 
guarantees a hermetically sealed insulating glass.
Thanks to the three kinds of control (slide, modular chain 
and motor) and 20/27mm spacer bars, Velthec® meets all 
production needs, guaranteeing moisture and gas proof IG 
units (EN1279). 
In case of motorised blinds, the internal motor is brushless, 
the first one used inside insulating glass units. Its patented 
application allows to:
• synchronize speed of different Venetian blinds with 

different dimensions and weights
• map Venetian blinds by a self-learning system
• have two speeds (slower for tilting and faster for lifting)
• not to stress components (cords)

Venetian blinds

WEB APPLICATION
A user friendly web application provides information about feasibility and 
prices of Velthec® Venetian Blinds linked on the official web site of AL7 
MEIPA Srl: www.al7.it



Venetian blinds
SLIDING

Velthec VS20 is a Venetian 
blind installed within two 
glass panes in a 20mm 
double-glazed unit. Its 
movement magnetic 
transmission ensures total 
tightness to the system. 

Slats are tilted by an 
external magnetic slider 
placed on glass pane next 
to head or bottom rail. This 
external slider is perfectly 
interfaced with a similar 
internal magnet located in 
the rail and connected to 
internal gears moving slats.

The specially conceived 
rollers of the external 
slider make sliding easy, so 
preventing glass scratches 
and consequent damages to 
magnets.

MODULAR CHAIN

Velthec VC20 is a Venetian 
blind installed within two 
glass panes in a 20mm 
double-glazed unit. Its 
movement magnetic 
transmission ensures total 
tightness to the system. 

The Venetian blind is lifted 
and tilted by a manual 
control device equipped 
with a modular chain and 
interfaced with a magnet 
located in the head rail.

For bigger sizes, it is 
available VC27 to install in a 
27mm insulating glass unit.

MOTOR

Velthec VM27 is a motorised 
Venetian blind installed 
within two glass panes in a 
27mm  double-glazed unit 
and equipped with a long-life 
brushless motor.

The Venetian blind is lifted 
and tilted by a brushless 
gearmotor with integrated 
sensors, located in the head 
rail and controlled by a 
special drive device that by 
self-learning acquires blind 
mapping starting from the 
zero point.
The latter, which is the 
absolute point of reference 
for the Venetian blind 
movements, is determined 
by the sensor feeling the 
bottom rail by the magnet 
set in its end cap.
This system compensates for 
possible length variations of 
the lifting cords, thus making 
sure that the virtual end 
stops are kept unchanged in 
the course of time.



Georgian bars
AL7 Meipa srl was the first 
company to introduce Georgian 
grilles inside IG units (1973) 
and since then, we have been 
manufacturing Georgian bars 
and accessories guaranteeing the 
highest quality in all production 
stages: from slitting to packaging.

Environmental protection
Since the end of the 90s, in full 
respect for the environment, AL7 
Meipa Srl has banned chromo 
from pre-treatment of aluminium 
and does not use any glues or 
solvents in foiling Georgian bars.

Style & Design
More than 30 kinds of Georgian 
bars different in shapes and 
dimensions allow to meet all 
aesthetic requirements: perfect 
balance between ancient and 
modern.

Finishes & Foils
Surfaces are powder-coated by 
extraordinary long lasting natural 
pigments that withstand extended 
exposure to sunlight and corrosion, 
or  anodized by chemical 
mechanical polishing, or wrapped 
in foils certified by the most 
famous quality label organizations 
in the field.

Quality	&	Certifications
AL7 Meipa Srl Georgian bars are the 
first ones to get Applus+ certification, 
are Qualicoat®
& Qualanod® certified, manufactured 
in line with UNI EN 1279 regulation, 
adaptable
to  meet any need, weather resistant 
at any latitude, and long lasting. 
Their linear thermal transmittance 
is basically null: centesimal (UNI EN 
10077).

Architectural Building and 
Restoration
AL7 Meipa Srl proposes a wide 
range of Georgian grilles inside IG 
units in doors and windows both for 
stylish buildings and for architectural 
restoration of buildings as required 
by town planning and building 
regulations. Georgian style is also 
highly recommended for decoration 
of glazed interior partitions and for 
its thermal transmittance if Georgian 
bars are set inside rather than outside 
insulating glass (EN 14351, Annex J).



GB Utilities
MACHINES
A huge range of machines to work Georgian Bars:
• cutting machines
• milling machines
• drilling machines
• punching machines
• bending machines
• tables for assembling and fixing
• equipments for arcs and special frames

CAD
A cad to project Georgian bars grids is available 
with following features:
• 4 assembling methods
• quick 90° Gridforms 
• Special shapes
• CAD fittings
• Standard CAD utilities



After long-term research and 
experiments, AL7 Meipa Srl has 
created a new device, the
Two-Way valve, that improves 
the IG unit reliability and solves 
the very well-known problem of 
the negative effects of pressure 
and temperature variations on 
insulating glass. The Two-Way 
valve is installed in the spacer 
frame by a 6.2mm hole. Once 
the IG unit is sealed, the valve 
becomes integral part and feature 
of the insulating glass. Under 
normal conditions, the valve is 
closed and does not allow air 
to enter or exit the IG unit. 
The Two-way valve opens and 
starts working once the nominal 
pressure difference of about 80 
mbar between inside and outside 
insulating glass is reached. Such 
value has a tolerance of ± 10mbar.
In all cases, the glass designer 
must always consider life cycle, 
installation, functionality of the 
insulating glass and calculate 
glass thickness as well as use the 
related safety coefficients linked 
to the final application (see EN 
13474-3).

Without our Two-Way valve, an 
excessive pressure difference 
between inside and outside 
insulating glass may stress the 
IG unit and cause glass cracks. 
Consequently, the Two-Way valve 
is a perfect solution in all those 
situations when the IG unit is 
produced at a certain altitude 
and pressure and then carried 
to another place with different 
environmental and weather 
conditions (e.g. manufactured at 
sea level and then transported 
to the mountains) or when the 
IG unit is sealed at a particular 
barometric pressure and then 
exposed to a different one (e.g. 
sealed on a sunny day, high 
pressure, and then exposed to bad 
weather conditions, low pressure). 
We always recommend to refer 
to CHARLES’ and GAY-LUSSAC’S 
LAWS: pressure variations in IG 
units are directly proportional to 
the variations of gas temperature. 
Remember that the Two-Way 
valve can be installed in gas filled 
IG units  but it is NOT possible 
to put in or take out gas by the 
Two-Way valve. In any case, it is 
recommended to define the life 
cycle of IG unit first.

2-ways valve
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Via Poggio Renatico, 1/3
40016 San Giorgio di Piano (BO) - ITALY
Ph. +39.051.6630250 - 051.6630133 

Fax +39.051.6630094
sales@al7.it	•	www.al7.it	


